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HANDBOOK OF 
EMPIRICAL RESEARCH 
ON ISLAM AND 
ECONOMIC LIFE
Edited by M. Kabir Hassan,  
University of New Orleans, US

‘M. Kabir Hassan presents an impressive collection of 30 empirical studies on 
a wide spectrum of Islamic finance issues. The authors apply state-of-the-art 
methods of quantitative research and produce a wealth of fresh and often 
surprising results. Finance practitioners, policy makers and regulators can benefit from the findings, and 
Islamic as well as conventional researchers can gain references and inspiration for further studies.’

– Volker Nienhaus, University of Bochum, Germany

‘The Handbook of Empirical Research on Islam and Economic Life presents the reader with the fruits of 
research in a new area in RF (Riba-Free) Islamic economics, banking and finance. This book is a great 
addition to the library of the field. I enjoyed reading many of the empirical findings contributed by the 
book. The research papers included in the book are masterfully assembled by Professor M. Kabir Hassan: 
a recognized pioneering and prolific author, teacher and researcher in economics in general and in RF 
(Riba-Free) Islamic economics, banking and finance. Most published books in the field focus on the theory 
and/or application of Islamic life, economics and finance. The reader of this great new book will enjoy 
being introduced to a new dimension of research dealing with empirical findings. These findings can be 
used by theoreticians to ponder on and by practitioners to apply in their business.’

– Yahia Abdul Rahman, founder of the LARIBA System – LARIBA Finance and LARIBA Bank of Whittier

Islamic economics and finance (IEF) has recently enjoyed a spike in interest and a rise in status from 
theology-tinged discussion fodder for Muslim intellectuals to a fully fledged academic discipline knocking 
on the doors of university social science departments. The Handbook of Empirical Research on Islam and 
Economic Life provides a solid background and overview of current empirical research, evaluating how 
well Islamic institutions have performed in pursuing their objectives. 

Scholars of finance and Islam in Muslim and in Western universities, students in graduate and post-
graduate courses in Islamic studies, and Islamic research institutes and libraries in Western, Middle 
Eastern and Asian universities will all find great value in this vital resource and its exploration of a 
compelling approach to finance.
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